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Commander (Officer) Loss Chart 
 
There are three ways for a commander (officer) miniature to be killed, wounded, or captured during 
the tabletop battle. The term “Commander” and Officer” can be used interchangeable for the game. 
Both mean a miniature of “rank stature” and assigned to a command. 

a.) Placed into a shock combat situation by attachment to lead unit. 
b.) Attached to unit, which receives firepower and has miniature loss. 
c.) Random commander (officer) loss roll (by firepower). 

 
Loss by Shock Combat: 
To determine if a commander (officer) is lost in shock combat, consult the shock combat results 
chart. Locate the base % chance for commander loss (found above or below each “odds %” value 
on left green column). Then add the results modifiers (light yellow background) found on the same 
chart to base % value. These two values give the % chance for commander loss. Roll % dice set 
after all shock combat is completed (end of Shock Phase). If commander involved in several shock 
actions, determine the “greatest loss %” situation and roll once. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Loss by Firepower: 
For each miniature lost by a unit with attached commander (officer), there is a 5% loss chance per 
miniature lost. So, if a battalion lost 2 miniatures during a phase…the base chance for the 
commander to be hit is 10%. Firepower commander lost checks are completed at the phase end 
with one exception, defensive firepower during shock combat, which is immediate roll each shock. 
 
Loss by Random Firepower event: 
Possible random commander loss occurs whenever a natural 1% or 100% (00) is rolled for any 
firepower action. The player who rolled the natural 1% or 100% (00) consults the table below for 
effects. Roll a 6D. 
 
1 to 3 Random commander (officer) is unhorsed within 12” of the firing unit.  Determine all 

possible enemy commanders within 12” of firing unit. If more than one possible enemy 
commander, die roll off to determine. If no commander within a 12 radius…becomes no 
effect. Unhorsed commander are immediately out of action till end of next sequence 
Command Phase. No morale %, shock combat bonus or change of orders till commander 
regains his “horse” (composure). 

4 to 5 Random commander (officer) is hit within 12” of the firing unit. Roll on commander wound 
chart. Check for commander loss in the same pattern as “unhorsed commanders” above. 

6 Enemy commander is hit with 2’ (24”) of the unit firing. Check same way as above. Note 
that the firing unit is “not required” to be able to fire the full 24” distance. Random 
commander hits represent the flying random “bullets” of the tabletop battlefield. 

 
Other subject material: 
 Replacement for commander killed, wounded, or captured during battle. 
 Engineer officers (see siege and entrenchment rules). 
 Artillery commander loss (see Artillery Command rules in National Characteristics) 
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Commander Loss table with notes: 
 

 
 
Commander (officer) Replacement: 
 
Replacement for senior commanders (Corp, Wing, Column, Army) follows xx.xxx. Generally, a 
Divisional commander is promoted to Corp, Wing or Column command. A Corp, Wing or Column 
commander promoted to Army command. Nation level commanders cannot be replaced in game 
terms. The promoted commander is replacement by a rolled replacement Brigade or Divisional 
commander. 
Specialist commanders (Artillery, engineer officer etc), have special rules for their replacement (if 
possible) during a tabletop game. 

Random firepower event. 
 
Roll 6D to determine what happened to commander 
from a random firepower event (1% or 100% natural 
roll). 
 
If commander hit, determine location and severity on 
next sub-chart below. 

Commander (officer) wound location with severity. 
 
Roll % dice. 1st roll gives location. 2nd roll gives 
severity of wound (LW, SW or mortal). 
 
Then if serious wound (SW), proceed to next sub-
chart. Light wound (LW) commander out for two 
complete game turns. Mortal wound removes 
commander (officer) from game. 
 

Serious wound effects for campaign situations. 
Otherwise, the commander (officer) is out of present 
tabletop game. 

Small command, brigade, or divisional commander 
(officer) replacement. Roll 6D, French commander 
replacement has +1 to roll. Write new commander’s 
values on command’s roster. 


